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A proposal is made for a new discipline, ecological mechanics. lbis version of mechanics is 
complementary but not reducible to classical relativity. and quantum mechanics. Where tradi
tional mechanics attempt causal analyses for all motions. ecological mechanics explicitly addresses 
the motions of living systems that exhibit goal-directedness. The shortcomings of the physical 
geometries underlying traditional mechanics are reviewed. and means are proposed for redressing 
their deficiencies for modeling the behaviors of intentional systems. 1bis demands a new physical 
geometry that retains all the best features of the old ones but is extended to accommodate 
intentional acts. The new physical geometry combines a variant of Minkowski's space-time 
geometry with a (Cantorian) fractal geometry which reformulates Einstein's energy conversion law 
(E = mc

2
) and Planck's energy distribution law (E = fh) so that they apply, more realistically, to 

the scale of living systems. A new scaling technique calIed ecometrics, is introduced for accom
plishing this feat. This approach assumes a symmetry operator which acts to 'intentionalize' 
causation and to 'causa1ize' intention so that perceptual infonnation and action control processes 
are defined over a commensurate but dual measurement bases. The promise of ecological 
mechanics rests on the imputed discovery of a new collSl'cvation law which holds locally rather 
than absolutely. Empirical evidence is reviewed and graphically portrayed mathematical argu
ments are given that tend to support the hypothesis. 
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Ecological mechanics: Laws scaled to intentional systems 

No actions escape accountability to natural law_ Actions occur at 
three fundamental scales. The upper-most bound is set by the speed of 
light at the astronomical scale of relativistic mechanics, whil.e the 
lower-most bound is set at the particle scale of quantum mecharucs by 
Planck's constant. A third scale exists which falls between these two 
fundamental scales. This is the scale where living systems carry out 
goal-directed behavior - a different kind of act.io~. mechanics, than that 
possible at either of the other two scales. This m-~etween scale we 
shall call the ecological scale, and measurement at this scale - ecomet-

rics_ .' 2' 
Einstein's famous energy converslOn equatlOn, E = mc ,proVIdes the 

upper-limit of ideal conversion of the po~ent~al energy of a m~ss 
quantity into the work that can be done by kinetic ene~g~ over a.regIOn 
of space _ time. But this is not useful work because It IS not duected 
toward any goal. The energy, ideally, is released as a burst at the speed 
of light. To be unconstrained means to be uncontroll~; ~ence n.o 
useful work. Clearly, this unmitigated action at the relatIVIstIc ~cale IS 
not appropriate for modeling the actions of living systems. ActlOns at 
the ecological scale are produced by the carefully controlled release of 
metabolic energy that conserves the body's mass - not in a single burst 
at light speed that consumes its mass. . 

Planck's equally famous quantum equation, E = jh, proVIdes ~e 
lower-limit on ideal energy distribution as impulses over a path 10 

space-time. But again these are not useful imp~lses because they are 
not directed toward any goal. The paths of these Impulses are randomly 
scattered through a region of space-time- The aimless actions at the 
quantum scale make it inappropriate for mod~ling the goal-directed 
actions of living systems. Actions at the ecolOgical scale are produced 
as carefully packaged and concatenated bundles of impulses - not 

random bursts of quantal size. 
At the ecological scale we must have an analogue of energy conver-

sion, but it can not be an uncontrolled burst. And we must have an 
analogue of quantum distribution, but it can not ?~ r~ndom. N~te that 
the deficiencies of the super-macro scale of relatlVIsllc mecharucs and 
the super-micro scale of quantum mechanics for mo~eling goal-di~~t~ 
behavior are complementary. The outer-scale defiCIency of relatlVlstlc 
mechanics is redressed by considering actions confined to a region of 
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~pace-time smaller than that determined by the speed of light. The 
~nner-s~ale deficiency of quantum mechanics is redressed by consider-
10~ actIOns to be along paths whose steps are larger than a quantum. In 
spIte of these deficiencies, however, we can not do without some form 
of energy conversion and energy distribution at the ecological scale. 
Bu~ we mus~ rescale these ext~ema toward the middle range of 'ecologi
cal mecharucs to make effecllve control possible. 

The ~metric ~olution is to construct fonnal analogues to the energy 
conversl~n equatlOn and the energy distribution equation at the scale 
of goal-dlfected ~havior. It does so by a convergent rescaling from the 
extrema towa.rd the mi~dle scale. This is accomplished by employing 
the dual scaling operatlOns of interpolation from the outer-scale and 
extrapolation from the inner-scale_ Mathematically speaking, ecometrics 
~ust solve a two-point (nonlinear) boundary problem (for nondifferen
habl~ system~): The purpose of this article is to propose such a 
solutlOn. IntUltlvely, this can be envisioned as packaging upward from 
the quantal scale and partitioning downward from the relativistic scale 
to a scale relevant to living systems. 

We propose to call the extrema, that is, the greatest-lower-bound and 
the least-up per-bound, on any scale, the a-tolerance limit and the 
~-t~/erance limit, respectively. As pointed out earlier, the tolerance 
liIDlts on inner and outer scaling in physics are set by Planck's 
c~nstant, h, and the speed of light, c. The ecometric approach is 
dlfected toward the discovery of the a- and il-tolerance limits for 
psychology and biology within the bounds set by physics of both 
extremes. (See fig_ 1.) Central to ecological physics is the conviction 
that accounts of psychological and biological phenomena must be 
consis~ent with but not reducible to physical law. This approach leads 
to a Vlew of laws at the ecological scale that cover both biology and 
psychology. Such laws must have a graded determinism that is neither 
so absolute as relativistic laws nor so relative as quantum laws (Weiss 
1969; Wigner 1969)_ 

Einstein's view was that measurement has no effect on what is 
measured. Bohr, the father of orthodox quantum theory, disagreed. 
Instead, he argued that measurement is an act that makes definite the 
states of particles which are indefinite until measured. For Einstein 
perce~tion and a~tion are ~isjoint in the act of measurement: One may 
see Wlthout altermg what IS seen_ For Bohr perception and action are 
conjoint in the act of measurement: By seeing one alters what is seen. 
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The middle ground of ecometrics reconciles these polar positions. Here 
perception and action are, in one sense, conjoint and in another sense 
disjoint. At the scale of Ijving systems, perception and action are 
conjoint in that they serve a mutual aim - the satisfaction of a goal; 
they are disjoint in that. they serve that aim in reciprocal ways - by the 
detection of information that constrains action and by the control of 
actions that produce changes in perception. In a circularly causal 
manner, perceiving alters action and acting alters perception while 
leaving the motivating intention unaltered until the aim is accom
plished. This circular causality makes the modeling of goal-directed 
systems problematic from the point of view of traditional physics. Why 
this should be so is the first topic to be discussed. 

Requirements of goal-directed behavior 

Outstanding examples of goal-directed behaviors are locomotory 
cases where actors must use perceptual information to guide their 
behaviors. For instance, a cat sees a distance to jump to reach a perch 
on a fence and does so in a single, visually-guided, ballistic movement. 
Or th~ driver of a car carefully modulates the brake pressure to slow 
down and eventually stop at a stop sign. Or a marathon runner 
assiduously controls his/her running speed to maintain a smooth, 
steady, sane pace so as to avoid premature' burn-out', thus enabling 
him/her to complete the 26.2 mile course. In each of these cases the 
actors must detect and use, in near optimal fashion, goal-specific 
information to control their actions. What are the common require
ments for actors to ,achieve successful goal-directed behaviors? Whatever 
these requirements may be they are dictated by the selection pressures 
of evolution, placing them squarely in the conjoint domain of psy
chology and biology. We take this domain to be that of ecological 
physics as shown in fig. 1. 

The ease with which organisms set and attain goals contrasts sharply 
with the difficulties invariably encountered by efforts to understand the 
means they employ. Organisms regularly and reliably use information 
in the control of actions that culminate in the satisfaction of their 
goals. The regular and reliable satisfaction of goals is essential if an 
organism is to survive. Organisms that consistently fail to satisfy some 
irreducible set of goals dictated by their psychological needs inevitably , 
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perish. Organisms with high rates of success, measured. as acts that 
terminate in the satisfaction of their goals, are characte~zed as ~<well
adapted' or 'fit' to their environmental niches. S.uch orgarusms thnv~ as 
individuals and species. The basis for a good flt between an org~sm 
and its environment rests on the organism's ability to explOit the 
information in the environment. 

This is not so simple a statement as it may first appear. It entails an 
organism evolved to detect information that specifies both t~e 
organism's current relationship to its enviro~~nt and the poten.tlal 
relationships it can choose to enter into. AdditlOnally, the ~rgarusm 
must be sensitive to the information that can support those actIOns that 
will carry it from its current state (where state is taken to me~ 
relationship to the environment) to its desired s.tate, ~r goa~. That lS, 
organisms must be able to detect information m theIr enVlfonments 
that tells them where they are, where they can go, when they can go, 
and how they can get there_ 

This means the organism must have information specific to the 
control of its actions and goals. Such information, then, provides the 
organism with a measure of how much work it must do if the goal i~ ~o 
be realized. In sum, the organism must be able to detect goal-speclflc 
information, allocate the necessary 'on-board' energy resources, and 
control the expenditure of these resources in a preferred manner that 
will bring it into the targeted relationship with the environment. These 
are the requirements for goal-directed behaviors to be su~essful. In the 
course of this paper, we will explore a scheme for modeling the means 
by which organisms are able to satisfy these requirements. These 
requirements are met mathematically by discovering the alpha (a) and 
omega (a) limits on goal-directed behavior. 

The selection of a goal by intention sets the a-limits while the 
a-limits are defined as the limits on the resolution of information 
detection and the precision of action control. 

Role of intention in action: Setting the a-limits 

Intention has both vague philosophical and puzzling psychological 
interpretations that are at best, under current t~eorizing, pr~blem~tic 
and legitimately debatable. However, the lOgical r~le of . mten~on 
cornmon to all such theories can be stripped of semantlc conslderatlons 
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to reveal its mathematical skeleton, so to speak. Treated as a mathe
matical operator, intention has duties to perform which may be made 
explicit even though the mechanism is left in the shadows of our 
science. Put simply: We shall not attempt to say what an intention is, 
nor from whence it hails, but only what it does_ Thus, in this sense 
intention is a logical primitive whose sole role is to establish final tdtJ.-, ~ """' 

c'1~ 
conditions by selecting an environmental target and the preferred 
manne~ o! approaching that target. Perhaps, a fuller understanding and 
appreclatlon of the consequences of intention as an extraordinary 
physi~al constraint will provide us with sufficient rudimentary under
standmg to eventually launch a more comprehensive scientific investi-
gation into its nature and origins. What then do we minimally need to 
say about the role of intention? 

.Intentional systems, because of goal-dependency, are traditionally 
satd ~o be teleo~ogical rather than merely causal. However, teleological 
theones are typlcally interpreted as requiring a future goal-state to act 
backwards in time to direct the forces that causally produce progress 
toward the stipulated goal. Accounts that depend on temporally back
ward constraints, since they violate the usual order of cause and effect 
lack scientific credibility. Credibility might be established for such ~"f'J)' 
theo~~s if a mechanism were introduced that explains how future 1~<0"""").(" 
condltIons of a system might modulate its past conditions. As we shall 
~ry to sh?w, t~s is exactly the role to be played by perceptually 
mformed mtentIOn. But to do so calls for a reinterpretation of the term 
'teleology'_ 

Many contemporary scientists have attempted a reformulation of 
teleology along the following lines: Natural systems that have inten
tions have the capability to select goals. If they also have the realistic 
means to attain those goals, then they are said to be causally teleomatic 
- that is, proceeding by physical law (Mayr 1976, 1982). Being causally 
teleomatic in no way implies that the system is aware of the goals or of 
the selection process - only that it selects goals that it can realistically 
act toward. On the other hand, teleonomic implies that the physical 
causal basis for goal-directed behavior is not sufficient; there must be 
something more. In addition, there must be a rule that initializes the t"u-D-,",,,,Je,c,; 
causal laws governing the teleomatic process. The exact nature of this d.c""""" '''<' . 
rule, however, is rarely spelled out. For our purposes, we take all 1:';-"~.< ~'L<n) 
goal-directed systems to be teleomatically driven but teleonomicaly (1.'''''''''<' 
directed. Many scientists have made valiant attempts to clarify the ((J;;...r ',< "f 
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relationship between causal and teleological explanation in science -
seeing both as legitimate and necessary to a complete theory of living 
systems (Sommerhoff 1950, 1974; Weir 1984; Rosen 1985; Oyama 
1985; Kugler and Turvey 1987; Shaw 1987). 

We take intention to be goal-selection which sets up the tolerance 
limits on the .Q-cell relevant to the scale of living systems. Once we 
understand the role of intentions, we will then have a basis for 
ecometrically defining the ecological version of the energy conversion 
law. The origins of intentions is a formidable issue that we shall leave 
to the evolutionary philosopher. However, intention has an active role 
to play in the genesis and control of everyday actions. Indeed, one 
might say it provides the dynamics for behavior and sets its boun~ary 
conditions. (See Kugler and Turvey (1987: ch. 13) for a detaIled 
discussion of this caveat.) 

Action directed towards the satisfaction of a goal differs from 
mechanically produced physical motion as treated in classical physics. 
Even though one can characterize both physical motions and an 
organism's goal-directed actions as having initial conditions, final con
ditions, and spatio-temporal paths described by boundary conditions, 
there are, nevertheless, fundamental differences (Kugler et al. 1985). In 
classical mechanics, equilibria systems are assumed to behave linearly, 
with trajectories that are ideally smooth and, therefore, differentiable. 
Particles with virtually the same initial conditions that begin traveling 
together are likely to end their journey together - barring outside 
influences and a little random error. Such ordinary systems exhibit 
stable behaviors that can be expressed by and predicted 'from differen-

..j tial equations. Thus classically stable systems show a virtual insensitiv
ity to smnll errors in initial conditions. 

Contemporary dynamical systems theorists now recognize the mis
take of overgeneralizing the analytic ideals of classical mechanics; they, 
now recognize that many natural systems are nonlinear. For instance, 
particles attracted to simple point-attractors or periodic-attractors (e.g., 
limit-cycles) - may have had quite different initial conditions but still 
end up in the same stable final condition. In other words, in sharp 
contrast to classical systems, nonlinear systems trapped by the same 

'i attractor dynamics show an insensitivity to initial conditions but coinci
dental final conditions (Abraham and Shaw 1983a). 

Other systems behave in nonlinear fashions so unpredictable a priori 
that, even if their differential equations could be written, they probably 
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could not be ~olved. Furthermore, whatever, laws such systems obey 
m~s~ be expenmentally revealed, typically, by huge iterative programs 
~nvIng clever computer-graphic animations. Predictability of such non
linear systems may be impossible but post hoc description is proving 
most elegant. Such systems are said to be 'chaotic' and t h . . 0 ave 
traJectones determined in complex ways by what are called 'strange' 
attractors ~Abr:mam and Sha~ 1983b; Cvitanovic 1984; Gleick 1987}. 
The~e norudealized systems, III contrast to their less sensitive periodic 
COUSInS, are most eloquently described as exhibiting sensitive d _ v 

dence on initial conditions: Points that begin close to each other, Sh;:;;:g 
nearly but not exactly the same initial conditions, may eventually end 
Up very far a part. 

Intentional systems provide an important but often overlooked con
trast to both cl~sical linear systems and the more complex nonlinear 
system~. I~tentlOnal systems are capable of aiIning. themselves b 
authonng, In part, ~heir own initial conditions. Unlike ordinary syZ 
tems, that must be aimed by extrinsically imposed initial conditions or 
pulled by a pre-existent attractor, intentional systems literally ~im 
themselves toward targets. They impose their own initial conditions 
a~d cha~ge them when t~~y feel satisfieQ - sometimes in cooperation ?-C)~J 
:m th envIronmental condItlOns but often competing with them. Thus 
I?stead of sho.wing virtual insensitivity to small errors in initial condi-
hO~s (~ clasSical systems do), or insensitivity to initial conditions, (as 
pen~l~ attract~~ systems do), or the extremely sensitive dependence 
on Initial condl~lO~~ (as 'chaotic' systems do), intentional systems, 
sho~ .both a slgnificant insensitivity to extrinsically imposed initial)f
C~ndltlOns as well as an uncommon sensitive dependence on final condi-
tlOns. All roads lead t.o Rome if one intends that goal; obstacles may be 
overcome, force ~adlents traversed against the grain, because intention 
somehow creates Its own attractor basins. 

Hence intentional systems do not quite fit the description for any of 
the systems ordinarily studied. And, yet, luckily, they are not com
~letely unrelated either. The profound problem that faces the inten- v 

tIonal systems theorist is how sensitivity to final conditions can be a 
concurrent concern with its initial conditions. It would be a Inistake v 

~owever, to read this as the demand that sensitivity to a final condi~ 
tIons itself be cons~dered just another initial condition, for then there 
would be no goal-duectedness (Weir 1984). Goal-directeness is a global 
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teleonomic constraint, a boundary condition, that cannot be reduced to 
local teleomatic steps. 

Recognition by traditional psychological theorists that goal-directed 
behaviors are inexplicable by the laws of classical mechanics, or even 
the general principles and symmetry relations that sit behind physical 
science, have led them to abandon the law-based strategy of natural 
science and to substitute in its wake a rule-governed approach to 
behavior (Gardner 1985), Rule-governed approaches attempt to obtain 
an acceptable teleomatic analysis of goal-directed steps by postulating 
an arbitrary number of local teleonomic constraints - cognitive 'rules'. 
Motor 'programs' are such an instance (see Schmidt 1982). 

In short, because goal-directed behavior has so far eluded a lawful 
analysis, the field is in danger of becoming increasingly isolated from 
the other natural sciences which depend on law-based analysis. Per
haps, this is so because theorists have tacitly but correctly assumed that 
the lawful strategy of Newtonian physics and Euclidean geometry is 
not up to the task. We agree. These traditional conceptual tools are 
quite inadequate for modeling the behavior of intention-directed sys
tems. We disagree, however, with the conclusion that the only remain
ing strategy is to adopt a rule-based account which separates psy
chology and biology from the rest of natural science. Let us examine 
the inadequacies of the Newtonian/Euclidean account before offering 
what we believe to be a viable alternative physical geometry for 
intentional systems. 

This classical physical geometry does not provide a- nor f.?-tolerance 
limits on any physical phenomena. In Newtonian space and time, 
physical systems can act instantaneously, violating the laws of relativity 
that assert that the speed of light sets the upper velocity bound on all 
objects with a non-zero rest mass. Furthermore, under the Newtonian 
characterization, the mass of a physical system can be concentrated at a 
point taking up no space in defiance of the laws of quantum mechanics 
(see fig. 2). Obviously, a physical and geometrical scheme that allows 
for such unrealistic entities as volumeless masses that act instantaneously 
is too unconstrained to be useful in describing the behavior of living 
systems. Such a theoretical framework fails to set the boundaries on the 
extrema of realistic physical phenomena, and so is completely inade
quate for the in-between scale of ecometric analysis that attempts to 
discover the optima. This does not mean, however, that we should 
abandon attempts at a lawful analysis of goal-directed behavior but, 
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All of the above 'events' are possible in this classical 'even' 
laws of relativity that assert that c is the limitin vel . . t geom~try. Eo and EI violate the 
none zero rest mass. Only photons can t I h

g 
oclty In the uruverse for all objects with a 

raVe at t e speed of light because they have no rest mass. 

rather, that w h ld 
e s ou seek a more naturally constrained physI'cal geometry. 

Demands of a physical geometry for goal-directed behavior 

h G?al-direc~ed ~ehavior differs from aimless, mechanically roduced 
p r~l~ motI~n m sev~ral ways. As classically defined, me~hanicall ' 
p u. motIOns are lrnear, or analytically conf . y 
and holonomi all' rnuous, conservative 
tions to beco~e y::nstrarned. (See Rosen, this is~ue). For such mo~ 
. t' ed all of the above properties are violated . 
rn ~re~tmg and systematic ways because an actor's m' te .; In 
sanly 1m Ii ed. U . Duons are neces-

p cat nlike. a mere motion, an aimed movement is nonlin- v 
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/ ear, in the sense of being nonanalytically continuous because of bifur
v cations due to potential choices. It is also nonconserv~tive (in the 

classical sense) because it is path-dependent; the forces that select 
directions are dictated by intentions not by prior forces. And, lastly, 

/ aimed movements are nonholonomic in that they depend on noninte-
grable constraints, iliat is, on currently available anticipatory informa
tion about future goal-states (Weir 1984; Rosen 1985; Pattee 1972). 

To reiterate: Classical physical geometry has deficiencies that make 
it a poor choice for modeling goal-directed behavior. A more adequate 
physical geometry will remedy these deficiencies by introducing coun
tering constraints. For instance, the deficiencies of the idealized geome
try of Newtonian physics that allows for instantaneous actions of 
volumeless masses arise because space and time are held separate (as 
shown in fig. 2). A better physical geometry has been offered by 
Minkowski. His geometry, as adopted by Einstein, disallows these 
unrealistic properties by melding space and time into a single system of 
measurement (fig. 3). This system of measurement is appropriately 
called the space-time continuum. Note that within this spatio-temporal 
scheme there are no events or objects that do not occupy a finite region 
of space-time. This means that the movements of living systems, like 
the motions of mechanical systems, now must abide by the a- and 
U-tolerance limits of natural law. These provide special boundary 

:.:~:;., conditions that have no place in the traditional analytic techniques of 
classical physics. 

But of course the Minkowski space-time geometry does not offer a 
remedy to all the deficiencies of classical physical geometries with 
respect to our problem. I ts major deficiency is that it is too open-ended; 
it too requires some special boundary conditions. In tllls geometry one 
may define the indefinite causal future of a system (fig. 4) or the 
indefinite causal past of the system (fig. 5). One can even coordinate 
the causal past of a system with its causal future to create a complete 
teleomatic history - called the system's world-line. This can be il
lustrated by splicing figs. 4 and 5 as shown in fig. 6. But one cannot 
define the boundary conditions on a past state that is intentionally 
related to a future state. By means of anticipatory information, as 
system's behavior carl be directed in an intended manner toward a 
selected target. Satisfaction of this latter requirement must invoke a 
teleonomic constraint. Such a teleonomic constraint can be mathemati
cally defined as an operator that achieves a higher-order melding of 
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional section of a four·dimensional spacetime. 

The Minlcowskian distance metric 

Eo = instantaneous event (not allowed!), 
EI = faster than light event (not allowed), 
E2 = speed of light event (photons only!), 

E) = slower tllan the speed of light event (o.k!), 
E. = no motIon at all (i.e., object at rest) (o.k!). 

The velocities of light sets tile up Iimi II . . . 
ar ha per- t on a velOCItIes of objects witll rest mass Also til 

e no events t t do not take-up both space and tim N I . I II' '. . ere 
tempor:u sign is negalive. This contrasts witll tile Euc~de; edis~C: MI~ow~hdIstance metric 
sllown m fig. 2. me nc w c IS POSItIve, as 

'Henceforth space by itself and time b . If 
and only a kind of union of th t .~ lise ,are doomed to fade away into mere slladows, 

e wo WI preserve an mdependent reality.' 

(Minlcowski 1908). 

~o~e. definite past of the syst~m, ,wherein an intention arises, with SOme .:h, 'J.-.j;'~~J i""'. 
e~:C~ste ~uture ~oal-state, which It stri~es to attain. (How this operator '~~~;jt:., 
We ~~~ ~;!;~i;; ~:: t::v~~~;~~~e::~~~:~~espi~:~:7g~~:~ 7.) ,~,~~~ ;"~;!a 
::erem m.ten~lOns. and, goals set the exceptional boundary conditio~~ ~ J 

pUrpOSIve motIons, by rephrasing Minkowski's (1908) I . I 
mark about hi - ynca re-
follows: s own space-tune melding operator (see quote, fig. 3) as 

Henceforth past intents by themselves and future oal b th 
away into mere Shadows, and only a ~d f . gf h

S 
Y ~mselves. are doomed to fade '.--

independent reality. 0 uruon 0 t e two mto an n..,.,u will preserve an 
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Fig. 4. The ruture light-cone_ 

the have both space and time coordinates. The ~a~h 
All points in this space are events ~use Y E d E is called a world-line. Here Eo IS m 

nnecting two events, such as the line between 0 an I' 

:e past or E, while E, is in the ruture or Eo' ed None or the events in the null cone can be 
Not all events, however, can be:o connect tight e because they are errectively simulta-

ected by a world-line to events m the ruture . -con ·th E and E . The minus 
conn F' E IS Simultaneous WI 0 I 
neous and can not causally interact. or mstance, ~ eed or light, c, the asymptote ror the 
. in Minkowski's equation (see rig. 3) makes t e sp 

::Id-lines which ronn a hyperbolic set or events reachable rrom Eo· 

h - al geometry must accomplish is a mathe-
What an adequat~ p ~SIC .. g' intention (the teleomatic problem) 

matical means for mec aIll~m - roblem)_ In their 

and 'intentionalizi~~' a~~us;~~:y (t~~8~;e;~~S:~ ihe most co~plete 
recent book, Kugl h h' al biology of goal-dIrected 
law-based account to date of t e p YSIC 
behavior- In their account they assert: 

erson's intention (approximately, the desired act) is 
'In very blunt terms, the content or a p di . th t harnesses the lawful relations and 

. albo drycon tlon a 
tantamount to an exceptton un a . r I directed behavior].' (Kugler and 
retters the use or resources [ror the productIOn 0 a goa-

Turvey 1987: 405) 

We might ask how the system obtains the goal-sp~ific inflordir~atit: 
- I b d conditions for a given goa - ec 

that acts as exce~tlOnla b ou~ ary conditions are set by the intentional 
act. These exceptlOna oun ary _ h I -cal scale and 

. Th !llimits relative to t e eco ogI 
selection of a goal. ey are - _ od ced above Thus the !l-cell 
will b . the name !l-cell, as mtr u "._ 

.e given t of any goal-directed activity: First, It SpecI-contams two componen s 
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Fig. 5. The past light-cone. 

The points in this space represent events in the causal part or Eo. Here E{ is in the past or Eo 
while Eo is in the ruture or E{. As berore, none or the events in the null cone can be connected by 
a world-line to events in the past light-cone because they are errectively simultaneous and, 
thererore, can not causally interact. For instance, E; is simultaneous with E{ and Eo. As noted 
earlier the speed or light, c, is the asymptote ror the hyperbolic set or events in Eo's past rrom 
which it is reachable. 

fies the available environmental information that might be used in an 
anticipatory manner to direct an actor's course toward its selected goal; 
and, second, it defines all possible means for allocating an organism's 
on-board resources in the service of the stipulated intention. 

Minkowski's contribution was to meld space with time in such a way 
as to make connections (world-lines) among events causally realistic. 
This higher abstraction was a vast improvement over ordinary physical 
geometry. In the same spirit, by our melding of a dual pair of 
Minkowski geometries to create still a higher-order geometry, we hope 
for an analogous improvement. For by this melding of a pair of 
temporally complementary event spaces, we achieve a more abstract 
space-time. This new space-time can now accommodate intentional as 

:~~G:MJ~ 
c, f (7"T :~--'-.;"--l,(.-/-~ 

L>-' ~'!'l'~:'_~": ( , ~ 

well as causal connections among initial and final states of a system's 
behavior along its preferred world-line. " .. ,.,,'" 

Where the space-time of Minkowski is partitioned over events, this "?~"'v~:~"-~<.J,::<;-; 
dual Minkowski space-time is partitioned over !l-cells - space- time -, 

;.,--;;-regions, wherein intents meld with goals when the intervening activities 
are successful. 
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Fig. 6. The dual light-cone. 

E{ ..... E\ = causally possible world-line, 
E~ +> E2 = causally impossible world-line. 

Here we see better how the speed of light, c, defines the forward and backward asymptotes for 
the dual halves of the cone. As noted, these hyperbolic sets give the possible past (E{) and the 
potential future (E\) of the world-line for Eo as it winds through space-time from the past to the 

future. 
The points in this space represent events in both the causal past and causal future of Eo· By 

simply interchanging the signs for the temporal term (i.e., exchanging + 1 for - I, cause for 
effect), all of the mathematical theorems that are true about the past are also true as dual 
theorems about the future. Thus, they are called 'dual (half-) cones. Logically speaking, event 
space-time is time invariant because the cones, being hyperbolic sets are symmetrical. So long as 
the field of events satisfies a Hamiltonian treatment, that is to say, is a conservative mechanical 

field, then the' arrow of time' is reversible. 
Later we shall see that the reversibility of the arrow of time in a conservative field will play an 

important role in ecological physics. For it is this possibility that will allow information and 
energy to coalesce as dually conserved quantities whenever a goal-directed behavior is successful. 

But this higher-order, intentional event space-time has its own 
glaring deficiency; it sets only the outer-limits on goal-directed behav-

v ior. It speaks only to energy conversion, and says nothing yet about the 
inner-limits on the ecometric scaling problem. It says nothing about 
how such a-cell energy is to be released in controlled a-steps_ The same 
.D-cell also confines the bounded set of world-line intervals that must 
be traversed in a controlled manner if a specific intent is to be realized. 

v An ecometric solution to this resource allocation problem demands an 
inner-scaled energy distribution law (momentum conservation), like 
that proposed by Planck but less extreme, and an outer-scaled energy 
conversion law (energy conservation), like that proposed by Einstein 

but also less extreme. 
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+space 

-space 
Fig. 7. The omega (11) cell. 

Take two events, Eo and E., and define the future . 
the later event. The null cones of each d al half cone of the earlier event and the past cone of 
ed b u cone then detenni . ges y the velocity of light, Let us call !hi . nes a regIon bounded at its 

Any world-line connecting . f s !egIon whose area is c
2 

an omega (11) cell. 
omega cell of some detennina

a
tepa1T 0 (earlie; and later events must lie somewhere within an 

hypervolume for four dimensio al area or vo ume for a three-dimensional space-time or a 
. n space-lIme). ' 

Consider the world-lines' (Notice- All f th b' 
and E. are the same place ~t diff~t U:es): e 0 ~ects end up where they start from: that is, Eo 

(i) Eo ..... EJ ..... E. is an object at t (. . 
(ii) Eo ..... E ..... E ,'s b' thares I.e., no space mtercept) over the time allotted' 

2 4 an 0 ~ect t d d . ' light; oes a roun tnp at some velocity less than the speed of 

(iii) E o ..... E, ..... E. is an object that does a round trip at the speed of light (necessariJ h yap oton). 

In short, the laws of ecolo -cal h . scale of Ii . gI P YSICS must serve the 'in-between' 
vmg systems. Could these local laws of ecolo . al . 

that depend on energy/inf . gIc mechamcs, . ormatIOn conservation b . I 
Slon toward the mean (the in-bet ') h ' e. SlfDP y a regres
mechanics _. ween on t e COSffilC scale of global 
bounded b a COSffilC scale whose outer- and inner-scaling extremes are 
think c y energy and momentum conservation, respectively? W 

so, lor all the reasons that follow. . e 

Target and manner parameters 

An a-cell is function all d fi ed h attainable . Y e III w en an actor intends a causall 
goal. Intention. as a mathematical operator, performs the jo~ 
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of setting the geometric and temporal parameters for a selected goal. 
This is done as follows. Goals are divisible into dual sets of parameters: 

v target parameters and manner parameters. Target parameters kinemati
cally define what is to be dynamically approached, ~uch as a target~ob
ject or a target-event. In other words, this sets the fmal event ternunus 
of a Minkowski world-line (e.g., E4 of fig. 7). Target parameters 
consists of direction-to-contact, time-to-contact, and distance-to-contact 

v to the final state. Manner parameters kinetically define how the ap
proach to the final state is to be made (e.g., slowly and smoothly, or 
quickly and jerkily). Thus manner of control sets the path ~f the 
world-line through the Q-ceU. The set of manner parameters consIsts of 
torque-to-contact, impulse-to-contact, and work-to-contact. It can be 
shown that these parameters are mathematically conjugate terms (much 
the same as generalized coordinates and generalized momenta are in 

Lagrangian mechanics). 
The dual specification, or conjugacy, of target-parameters and 

manner-parameters can be understood as follows: The distance one has 
to go specifies the work to be done in order to contact the target; ta~get 
direction specifies the moment of torque requireS to tum the b~y Into 
the proper heading; and the desired schedule of rendezvous W1~h the 
target specifies the schedule of impulse forces that must be applied to 
do so. Hence the goal-state is not a static place, nor a simple state to be 
reached. Rather a goal-state is a dynamically specified 'window' in 
space- time, the parameterized Q-cell, through which a targeted state is 

reached in a preferred manner. 
- An ecometric solution to the resource allocation problem for goal-di-
rected behavior is to find a common denominator for these kinematic 
and kinetic variables that renders them dual. As they stand, it is like 
comparing apples to oranges. To make them dually comparable, then, 
figuratively speaking, some higher-level of analysis must be .fo~nd 
where they may both be treated as fruit. An important result of fmdll~g 
a level where two different kinds of variables may be rendered dual IS 
that if one member of the dual pair of parameters is specified, then so 
is the other. For instance, seeing the distance to walk (an information 
variable) is somehow equivalent, under the duality scheme, to seeing 
the work required to cover the distance (an energy variable), and so 
forth. There is evidence that such dual specification is more than a 

mere abstraction. 
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Experimental examples 

We now tum our attention to two studies of human locomotion. It is 
hoped that a review of these studies of the initiation of gait will clarify 
the d~al roles of manner parameters and target parameters in the 
modelmg o~ goal-directed behaviors. Specifically, these experimental 
examples wIll ?e used to illustrate how intending some goal-specific 
parameter entaIls the perceptual specification of the boundaries of an 
Q-.cell. The solution to the resource allocation problem follows from 
this fact. 

Manner only goals 

~n the first study, the relationship between an intended manner of 
actIng and the assembly of the means to achieve that goal is investi
gat~. Cook and Cozzens (1976) looked at the change in muscular 
aCh~ty at the ankle as a function of intended rate of locomotion. Ten 
s~bJects at rest were asked to walk at a preferred rate for a block of 
tnals, to walk progressively slower with each trial for a block of trials 
and to walk progressively faster for another block of trials. In each 
condition the subj~t v.:as instructed to achieve a steady-state velocity 
as the goal-state cntenon for concluding a given trial. Employing a 
force plate, measures of horizontal impulse forces generated at the 
~~k!e _on the stance-side (the weight-bearing side) were taken at the 
I~tIatIOn of gait. In addition, Cook and Cozzens took measures of 
shffnes.s at ~he ankle, defined as the change-in-moment-per-change-in
angle (m uruts of Newton-meters-per-radian). 

From t~ese mea:-ures it was concluded that a subject's goal to • 
locomote In a partIcular manner, where a change in manner corre
~pond~ to. a change in steady-state stride frequency, 'mechanized' the 
IntentIOn III terms of a change in ankle stiffness. In other words it was 
found that the intended velocity (manner) necessarily marsh~ls the 
~eur~ and s~eleto-muscular elements. Or, conversely, the actor's inten-,· 
~lOn m selectIng a (manner) goal assembles a physical cooperativity that 
~s sup~ort.ed over the biological substrate of the actor. In this way, the 
IntentIOn Imposes an exceptional (teleonomic) boundary condition over 
the actor's biological machinery. (This might be referred to as the 
intentionalizing of causation.) The imposition of these goal-relevant 
bo~ndary co?ditions takes the form of changes in myoneural activity 
which combIne with gravitational forces to effect adjustments in 
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torque-angle relationships, or stiffnesses, at the ankle- Prior to th_e first 
"foot leaving the surface of support, the stiffness assem?l~d pertruts the 
muscular generation of horizontal impulse forces suffIcIent to change 
the velocity of the center of biomass_ This is expressed as local 
teleomatic constraints_ These constraints generate a sequence of ap
propriate momenta changes in the a-steps which sustain the intended 
steady-state velocity_ . 

In sum, the relevance of this study to understandmg the resource 
allocation problem is in the finding that the stiffness a~sembled ~nder 
the aegis of the intent to locomote in some manner was, mdeed, ~ linear 
predictor of the manner of locomotion actually observed_ Thus, mtend
ing a future goal-state allocates the necessary resour~s befo~e the first 
step is ever taken toward the goal_ This is a concrete IllustratIOn o~ how 
an intention, acting as a mathematical operator, sets the bou~da?es of 
an Q-cell and then partitions this global teleonomic constramt mto a 
temporal sequence of goal-directed local teleomatic steps_ 

Target only goals 

In the example just given, the goal was a locomotory manner with no 
specified environmental target- By contrast, in this second example 
(Thompson 1983) the goal was to locomote to an environmental target 
with manner unspecified_ People were asked to walk to targets over a 
flat terrain that were placed from three two twenty-one meters away_ In 
the first condition, subjects were allowed to visually sample the target 
for five seconds before walking toward them blindly. In the second 
condition, subjects were allowed continuous visual sampling of the 
targets over the whole distance. The interesting finding ~as that for any 
target that could be reached within eight seconds, walking at ~ comfor
table rate, with or without sight, the targets were reached With equal 

accuracy. 
Again, we find that intending a future goal-state allocates the 

necessary resources before the first step is ever taken toward the go~. 
This is another concrete instance of an intention acting as a mathemati
cal operator to set the teleonomic boundaries of an Q-cel~ that are 
partitioned into an appropriate temporal sequence of tel~omatlc a-steps. 

These examples, to our minds, provide strong eVldence that the 
notion of an Q-cell geometry for goal-directed behavior is more than a 
mere abstraction. In both of these cases, we see that the intent to act 
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toward some goal, acts as an exceptional boundary condition that/ 
harnesses the lawful relations and fetters the use of resources for the 
prod~~tion. of a goal-directed behavior. This exceptional boundary 
cond~t~on IS, ~f course, the Q-cell. It is an exceptional boundary 
COndItion relative to the ordinary boundary conditions of traditional 
physics because of its teleonomic nature. This teleonornic nature arises 
from .t~e anticipatory. role that perceptual information plays in para
metenzmg the allocatIOn of the actor's resources. Let us consider next 
the anticipatory information that is available to an actor for the control 
of goal-directed behavior-

Anticipatory infonnation 

For an organism's intention to set the boundaries on the Q-cell 
relevant to its goal, there must be available goal-specific information_ 
Recall that goal-specific information co-implicates both manner of 
co~trol .of ~ction ~d information about environmental targets. This 
~-Implicahve ~elatlOnship between action and perception is the pro
Vlnce of ecolOgical psychology. Let us briefly survey what two decades 
of research in ecological psychology has concluded about the role of 
information in the control of action_ To do so, we must first become 
acquainted ~th some fundamental concepts of this discipline. 

. An ecolo~cal system, or ecosystem, is a lawful coupling of an actor 
WIth an enVlronment that supports goal-directed behaviors sufficient to 
sustain life and preserve fitness to reproduce (Gibson 1979). We take 
an ecosystem to be dually partitioned into affordances and effectivities 
(Shaw et al. 1982). An affordance is a property of the environment that v 
po!entially supports some goal-directed activity (such as graspable 
~bJects and surfaces that support locomotion), and, therefore, estab
lishes an Q-cell relative to that affordance goal. Indeed, we might say 
that the ~fford~ce partitioning of an eco-niche is the partitioning of 
the. phYSIcal en~onment into Q-cells_ An effectiVity is the means by v 

which an orgarusm actualizes an affordance as a potential behavioral 
goal (such as using the hand as a grasper or the legs to locomote). 
Therefore, the execution of an effectivity is tantamount to the con
tro~~ alloca~i~n ?f resources to realize the intended affordance goal. 
This IS a P~htIorung of an D-cell into the sequence of a-steps_ 
. Under ~~s. formulation, effectivities and affordances provide func

tIOnal defillltIons for what is meant by an organism as an actor! 
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perceiver and its niche as that acted upon and perceived. Expressed in 
this way, affordances and effectivities imply Gibson's. fun~~ental 
working hypothesis for ecological psychology, namely, his prm~lple ~f 
animal-environmental mutuality (Gibson 1979). At the heart of Gibson s 
principle is the thesis that actors perceive the affordance properties of 
their environment from which they then choose what goal to pursue. 
Recent research supports this thesis (Warren 1984; Warren and Whang 
1987; Mark 1987; Solomon and Turvey, 1988; Warren and Shaw 1985). 

Not only is the environment perceived in termS of its affordance 
structure, the realizable goals, but there is also available to the act~r 
information specifying the work to be done to achieve these goals. This 
means that information which is geometric or kinematic in character 
can somehow specify constraints on action involving kinetically defined 
variables. This function of informational constraints on action has been 
identified as the KSD (kinematics-specifies-dynamics) principle (Rune
son and Frykholm 1981). Considerable research has revealed .such 
informational constraints on actions across a broad range of enVIron
mental contexts. The KSD principle has been shown to hold for 
activities as diverse as walking (Runeson and Frykholm 1983; Todd 
1982; Cutting et al. 1978) climbing stairs (Warren 1984), sitting in 
chairs (Mark 1987), lifting boxes (Runeson and Frykho~m 1981), and 
wielding objects (Bingham 1987); and research on t~~ mverse of t~e 
KSD principle where geometric properties are specified by dynarrnc 
exploration of a variety of objects (Solomon and Turvey 1988). . 

Thus, ample evidence supports the viability of the a-cell as a urut ~f 
analysis of ecological physics. That is, the effort to discover an ecolOgi
cal analogue to the energy conversion law is justified. Recall that a 
primary requirement of any physical geome.try suitable to living sys
tems must accommodate goal-directed behavIOr. It now seems reasona
ble to conclude that some of the qualitative intuitions that have 
inspired the enterprise of ecological psych?logy over the pas~ several 
decades can be parametrized under a physical geometry that mcorpo
rates a-cell partitions. But this is only half of the story, for it addresses 
only the outer-tolerance limits on the resource allocation problem. As 
promised earlier, we must now seek the ecolo~cal analogue to Pla.nck's 
energy distribution law. This entails discovenng the quantal uruts of 
action by which an actor's steps toward the goal traverse the Q-cell up 

to an a-tolerance limit. 
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Fuel coin analogy: Finding the common currency for energy and infor-
mation ~ 

We can make clear our ecometric strategy for solving the dual 
aspects of the resource allocation problem illustrated in the experimen
tal examples by considering an economic analogy. We need to show 
that when actions satisfy an intent, then information specifying target 
parameters and the energy expenditures dictated by the manner param
eters are not only commensurate but must have the same basis of 
measure. That is, in 'seeing' where the goal is (target-parameters that 
set the a-cell), we must also 'see' how to attain it (specifies the 
~anner-parameters that set the sequence of a-steps). Energy conver
sIOn from a perceptually specified goal-potential somehow must be 
made equivalent, in some common currency, to the energy distribution 
expe~ded over the course of reaching that goal-state. 
~s ~eans that there must always be equivalent but dual alternative I' 

~escnptIons of a su~.essful goal-directed behavior. The first descrip
tion, that of a phYSICiSt, would be in terms of the manner in which 
energy w~ expended to reach the goal. The second description, that of 
an ecolOgical psychologist, would be in terms of the information 
employed to steer the course of the world-line to the goal. Each 
description gives you the path of a-steps that traverse the a-cell from 
~he setting of the intention to its realization. An extremely simplified, 
mstance of what this involves is illustrated in the analogy below. j 

In some future city there is a delivery service that uses robotic 
ve.hicles t? deliver goods anywhere within the city that a customer 
rrnght deSIre. The goods are sometimes fragile and must, therefore, be 
t~ansported over smooth terrain in a most careful manner. At other 
tI~es. good~ to be delivered are more robust and thus may be jostled 
With lffipuruty by jack-rabbit starts, hard braking, and sharp cornering 
over the roughest terrain. Thus, the customer selects not only a delivery 
target for the goods, but the manner by which they are delivered. 

Each delivery vehicle is coin-operated in the literal sense that it runs 
off ~mbustible. fuel coins. Moreover, all of its driving functions, 
tu~g the en~e on, settin~ the driving controls, idling. moving, 
st~nn~ and braking also reqwre fuel-coins. Absolutely nothing is free. 
This pomt can not be emphasized too strongly if one is to understand 
the economic cost of hiring the service to make a delivery. 

There are no hidden costs. All costs fit into one of two major 
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categories: the cost of assembling the vehicle's start-state and ~he cost 
"" of sustaining its motion once started. The cost of a~semb~ng the 

start-state includes the cost of selecting a goal, that IS, se~tl.n~ ~he 
ehicle's target and manner parameters, and the cost of lrutlatmg 

v h' t movement toward the goal. Here we assume t at pnor measuremen s 
have rendered all environmental exigencies part of the st~t-state * assembly cost. The cost of sustaining the vehicle's moveme~t mcludes 
the corrective adjustments that must be done along the way m order to 
reach the •. target in the manner. ~referr~. Sustaini~g costs m~y be 
variable because some fuel is dIssIpated 10 overcorrung mecharucally 
produced friction built-up along the way. Other ~ustaining e.nergy costs 
arise because of work that must be performed m overco~ng unfore
seen retarding forces or environmental thwarts to be clfcumvented. 
However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that through. a 
priori measurements by which target parameters were set, all nonfnc
tional sustaining costs were anticipated and assumed u~der the ass.em
bly cost. This is tantamount to assuming that the vehicle moves 10 a 
closed steady-state environment where there are no unexpected ex-

igencies. 
All of these costs sum to the total cost of filling the vehicle's tank 

with sufficient fuel to reach its goal, that is, to traverse the stipulated 
.a-cell. Following Kugler and Turvey (1987), the amount of energy 
required for a given goal-directed activity, then, is given by the follow-

ing equation: 

E lolal = Eassembly + E SUStaID ' 

The fuel-coins come in different denominations - their size being 
proportional to the amount of fuel that the ve?icl~ bu~s, as ~screte 
energy squirts. That is, a fuel coin of denorrunatlOn 10 ~elivers a 
discrete energy burst of twice the magnitude of a fuel co~n ~f de
nomination '5', and so forth. The vehicle degrades the fuel corns 10 the 
order in which they are deposited. Thus manner is dete~ed ?y both 
the number and denomination of the coins and the order 10 which they 
are deposited. For example, depositing a sequence. of coins ~f. de
nominations '2', '4', '8', and '16' will cause the vehic!e to posl.tIVe~y 
accelerate, while a '2', '2', '2' and '2' will cause the vehicle t.o ~aIIltaIIl 
a steady-state velocity (assuming each subsequent deposIt IS made 
immediately after the previous coin is consumed). 
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The ~ize of the fuel-coins range from large ones to very, very small 
ones" With. larger denominations being exact integer multiples of the 
smaller coms. Indeed the largest fuel-coins exactly fill the vehicle's fuel 
ta.nk. These coins. contain sufficient energy to create a single 'bang' that 
wtll se~d the ~ehicle to the furtherest destinations. Similarly, there are 
fuel-corns of mtennediate denominations that will send the vehicles 
exactly to the end of any given route, so long as the distance to the 
target does not exceed the potential energy of the largest coin. Because 
of this fact, rather than each route being measured in centimeters or ;c \::.I'f:i. 

inches, they are measured in fuel-coin lengths. This is possible because 
each coin's diameter is exactly graded by its denomination while the 
denomination numeral imprinted on each coin exactly corr~sponds to 
how many energy squirts it is worth in units of the smallest denomina-
tion. 

The main points of the analogy that make contact with the conserva
tio~al requirements of an ecological mechanics should not go un-
noticed: The area of a fuel-coin of a given denomination, is an a-ce1l1;~~,~.:J;;,:<V' 
partition of an .a-cell, and maps into a linear sequence of a-steps, or 
momentum 'squirts'. As will be discussed later, this mapping from 
an-area-to-a-line is a well-established mathematical procedure for re-
duci~g a higher dimensional form to a lower dimensional fonn. That is, :;;-~ 
a. ~om corresponds to an area proportional to the potential energy 
ftlling an .a-cell and its denomination to the number of a-cells, whose 
conversion to kinetic energy are a-steps (momentum 'squirts') to the 
target. The smallest denomination plays a role analogous to Planck's 
quantum. of action, h, but to a quantum of action at the ecological 
scale, while the largest denomination fuel-coin is analogous to Einstein's 
c

2 
area of energy conversion but again scaled to the actor in question. 
In summary, the main point to recognize is that the customer's 

selection of a delivery goal, like any actor's intention, entails that the 
manner and target parameters of that goal be expressible in the 
common dual vocabulary of a 'fuel coin' geometry. This is the case 
because the customer's choice of number, denomination, and the order 
of deposit precisely specify the distance the vehicle will travel and its 

i),.J~~.l. .:J....0 'J'....' .... .Y") 

;"".)J.7J~" 
;:lr~:.{L- t.. ... ~j I 
'..) .. I'V_&..4 __ ->'?- G,('j; 

;.J"""Y~T d._ l...,~ 

manner. of travel. Note that the prescription of the target parameters /-/);;~t 
that defme the .a-cell and the a-steps that comprise a preferred manner 
can be described in commensurate terms of consumable resource units 
under this geometry. The trick demanded of the duality approach is 
seeing that both information and kinetic variables have a common 
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basis in an intrinsic measure which yields an alternative metric descrip
tion of energy in information termS: The rest of the paper attempts to 
make this claim plausible. 

A mini-max duality as the basis for a new conservation 

We show that because information variables and action variables are 
conjugate within a given .Q-cell, that is, when con~trained b~ the same 
intention then the sum of the information potentIal and actIon poten
tial mus; be a fixed generalized quantity. This quantity is neither 
information nor energy alone but a generalized quantity to which both 

'k contribute complementary shares. This generalized quantity, called the 
ecological action potential, is locally although not absolutely conserved, 
in the sense of being indifferent to events across the full expanse of 
space-time. However, through extrapolation pr~edures to a living 
system's outer-most scale, it is tantalizing to cO~Jecture that the eco
logical action potential for a given actor (or speCIes of actor) woul~ be 
conserved over a closed family of .Q-cells nested under some evolutIOn
ary super-.Q-cell. Such a super-.Q-cell might comprise a ring oj m~es :
an auto-catalytic cyclic connection among goal-states, such as bIOI~gI
cal needs that well-up on regular schedules; specific examples beIng 
goal-dir~ted behaviors intended to satisfy hunger, fatigue, waste 
elimination, sexual urges, etc ... (See Kugler and Turvey (1987: 89) for 
a thorough discussion of a ring of termite nest-buildi.ng modes.! 

Because fuel-coins are involved in both informatIon detectIOn and 
action control, they provide the dual basis of measurement for percep
tion and action. On the one hand, they provide a measure for how 
perceptual information establishes the potential energy allocated to an 
.Q-cell. On the other hand, they provide a measure, in terms of an a-cell 
sequence, of the momenta associated with the corresponding a-steps to 

, the goal. Finally, it carmot be emphasized too strongly that the con
servation law in ecological mechanics only holds conditionally: so long 
as intention remains fixed on its selected goal, then the action potential 
remains constant within a given .a-cell. 

Fig. 8 is a further elaboration of fig. 7. Where fig. 7 introduces the 
.Q-cell specified by an intention, fig. 8 introduces the inner-scaling of 
the intention by interpolating the means for achieving the desired goal. 
These means comprise the sequence of a-steps over the a-cells that 
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: tile' a world-line through the .Q-cell in some preferred marmer. An 
Important. result of this ?hysical. geo~etry is that as the actor ap-

\, Z :~,.:a 

/~'/.' ;y .... ,,:t:~.-I.,J~ 

L;: .,--

proaches ItS goal, target-mformatIOn IS maximized while the energy 
eX'p~n~ed to accomplish the elected manner of approach to the target is 
num~ed. (Here we take useJul infomlation to be the complement of 
clas~Ical Shannon-type information - a measure of certainty or con
stramt. See below). The reverse is also true, namely, that the further an 
actor moves away from its intended goal, because of error the more 
useful information about the target is decreased and the ~ore useful 
work must be done. This mini-max duality guarantees the conjugacy of 
t~rget ~aramete~s. with manner parameters. (See Strang (1986) for a ~~~~,;t::!1""~ 
~Isc~ssIOn of num-max principles interpreted as mathematical duali- ',,' 
ties m the sense used here.) 

Intuitively, this can be illustrated by the following example. If you 
wanted to hit a barn with a rock, the further you had to throw it the 
more ,,:ork that would have to be done. Also, information for aiming 
the trajectory would be more problematic the further the distance' 
there would be fewer constraints and hence more possibility for misses: 
On the other hand, the closer you move toward the barn the less work 
~u~t be do~e and t~e greater the certainty of hitting what you are 
alnun~ at. FInally, WIth your nose against the barn, minimal work for 
thro~I~g the rock to hit it would have to be done, and the constraints 
on all:ung: ~ince the barn fills your field of vision, would be maximal. 

This nuru-max duality holds for all goal-directed behaviors - so 
long as the relevant .Q-cell is informationally prescribed and your 
manner of tra~ersing it is guaranteed by a well-controlled sequence of 
a-steps; tha.t IS, a-steps whose underlying a-cells are perfectly inter
pola.ted to fIll exactly the covering .Q-cell (fig. 8). 

FIg. 9 shows th~t the total action potential to be converted to doing 
the work of goal-dIrected behavior can be actualized in various manners 
of control that correspond to different word-lines; and fig. 10 shows 
~hat. f?r e~ch manner of approach to a target there are different control 
deCISIOns to be made - each having a different information value. 

Thus the s.um of a~l possible manners-oj-control, over paths to a goal, is 
the total mJormatlOn potential available to the actor whose intention 
~a~ select~ that goal. This holds because they are world-line segments 
fIlling a given .Q-cell . 

It. is ~ere with respect to manner of approach to a target that 
claSSIcal Information measures of the Sharmon-type playa limited role 



Fig. 8. Alpha (a) steps across an omega (U) cell toward a goal. 

A goal-directed behavior is initiated when intent, guided by perceptual information and control 
preferences, allocates the ecological ac/ion potential anticipated. The 'ecological' action potential is 
both physical and psychological - consisting of both an energy potential and an informntion 
potential that must be specifically allocated for the intended goal-directed behavior. This behavior 
is defined kinematically as a temporal-backflow of information (from E. to Eo) from the target to 
the actor's current state. This anticipatory path (a world-line) is defined in terms of target-parame
ters: time-to-contact, direction-to-contact, and distance-to-contact. For a goal-directed action to 
be successful, then target information must conform to the intended manner in which energy is 
expended toward the goal. These kinetic control parameters, called manner-parameters include 
irnpulse-to-contact, torque-to-contact, and work-to-contact. These 'manner' parameters flow 
forward (from Eo to E.) toward the goal defining the energy that must be expended from the 
current position to the target in the prescribed manner if the goal is to be attained. Mathemati
cally, the backflow on information and the forward flow of energy must follow dual world-lines 
that commute, that is, path integrals whose sum is zero. The cost of the energy to attain the 
intended goal (as measured in manner parameters) must be exactly inversely proportional to the 
cost of information to control the behavior (as measured in target parameterS). In keeping with 
well-known theorems of linear programming, as useful energy is minimized. then useful informa
tion is maximized (mini-max duality theorem), and vice-versa. (See, e.g., Strang 1986: 695). 

Mini-max duality of perception and action is guaranteed by the fact that all parameters are 
measured in the same units of potential energy (e.g., 'fuel coins'). From the initiation of the 
goal-directed behavior at ao, where the allocation of the anticipated action potential takes place, 
with corrective reallocations along the way, to the final goal-state a., all of the ecological action 
potential is exactly expended. Otherwise there would be goal-undershoot or goal-overshoot, that 
is, E. is not perfectly reachable from Eo. Because the mini-max duality holds between useful 
energy and useful information, then ecological action is conserved whenever a goal-directed 
behavior is successfully achieved. This is a consequence of the fact that U = 2a. (See fo\lowing 

text and figures for details.) 
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To treverse this O-cell In one 
a-step would require a single 

1-unlt fuel coin. The manner here 
corresponds to a single ballistic 

movement to the lI08l. 

~ I:! D-fTllIuID IIIll1lln. 

0<>0<> 
Here the manner of 

traversIng the O-cell to the 
goal Is being done In four 

a-steps. Here each a-step 
requ i res en energy "squIrt" 

that consumes one a-cell 
worth 8 I-unit fuel coin. 

Here to traverse the O-cell stili 
requires" fuel units. But the 

manner to do so takes two a-steps 
Each of these a-steps requires a . 

2-unlt fuel coin. 

Note again that the number of fuel units 
to reach the goal across the O-cell Is 

alwll'(S equal. Hence manner parllllleters 
and target parameters are orthogonal 

and. therefore. provide the Independent 
coordInates of a goal-dlracted behavior 

F 9 Th so long lIS they apply to the same O-cell. 
.g.. e common currency of manner and target parameters: a and D-li'ts d ed' . nu ren er 10 fuel 

uruts. 

The fuel bank for all behaviors is th " 
time, by an 'intention' operator int: ~~etabolic potenllal. The fuel bank is partitioned over 
account (action potential) to be dr . correspondmg to its action goals. Each U-cell is an 
spatio-temporal 'spread' of the n afWD

el 
upon m executing a goal-directed behavior. An U-<:ell is the 

. ..- u account The U-<:ell . ed 
With a-<:eUs, just as tiles COver a floor from'all all'

s 
cover from boundary to boundary 

checks that might be drawn agams' t the .; to w . The a-cells 'tiling' an~ U<eII are the 
t ..... ~".tI' dial . 

1H:e1l fuel account. Cashing these check . .... ti ~ ...... -1IB8 QIIIAMe 
the corresponding U __ 11 r'"_ • s prOVides the fuel-coins for the a-steps needed to cross 

~. '-'>nservallon of an acto'" . of the a-fuel checks is both fro' r s ac lOn potenbal is assured whenever cashing 
su uClenl 10 reach the oal d' . 

D-fuel account. If these books d bal g an, 10 domg so, exactly exhausts the 

f 
0 not ance, then there will be I 

o goal-undershoot or goal-overshoot. contro error producing a degree 
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Fig. 10. Omega ceUs define conservative fields. 

. all means 'goal-directed behavior'. In physics action 
In psychology the concept of actIon u~u \. al determines how the energy is distributed. 
refers to energy X time, or A = fEdt. lbis pat mtegr . the same endpoints have the same 
In a conservative field all action (path) mtegralsbecormecthtm

g 
reated nor destroyed over the paths, 

d b conserved energy can nel er c . 
value. In other wor s, to e .U d f I work (metabolic energy to locomotIve 

be d ded from a form that Wi 0 use u d. . 
although it may egra. be de aded to thennionic form (heat lSSlpa-
energy). But some of the mecharucal energy may gr 

tion) which does no useful work. ). h same Indeed all paths in a given 
Notice that the length of both paths (shown above IS tfie Id B~t noti~ that the number of 

h . d' ( that it is a conseroatwe Ie . . . h 
D-cell are 0/ equal lengt m .ca mg. h lbi ns that the action potentlallS t e 
directional changes is not the same over different pa~ ~.ff s ~;:formation potential' refers to the 
same for aU paths but that the informatlon potentl 1. ers.. the same direction or to change 

. ., hi h a decision to contmue 10 . . 
number of 'chOice-polOts at w chin direction in event space-tlme IS a 
direction might be made. (Note, however, that a c ange 

change in velocity.) b . f a-step choices (manner) that might be 
Hence, in general b

d 
= n where b = the aslC types). 0 _ th total number of possible choices 

peed-up slow-down, etc. , n - e . . 
made (e.g. start, stop, turn, s '.. d. . that is how many tlJDes the vanous 

!l II d d - the lteratlon lJDenSlOn, , 
needed to traverse an -ce; an - t each the goal in the preferred manner. 
choices must be made to span ~he .!l-cell by the t:s~rofo :ur examples to rectilinear mo~ements, 
( Note· Because we have, for SlJDpliClty, restnc h b . 'or choice is b = 2 indlcatlOg a 

. . etry then t e aslS ,. , that is, a 2-dirnensional space-tlJDe geom , 

choice to accelerate or decelerate). Id be log n = h. By applying this 
. t the Shannon measure wou • 

In classical informatlon erms, . h bo e figure we obtain different inforrna-
. to the two paths 10 tea v , al 

classical informatlon measure h I h gh all successful a-step paths to a go 
I·· this result we see t at a t ou . Is h 

tion measures. Genera lZJDg '.aI, h h d·fferent in/ormaJion potent.a c ar-. ( X time) potentl t ey ave 1 • 
have the same actlon energy . in the above cases the relative informatIOn 

. t· f their manners of approach. For Instance, 
actens lC 0 . . 4 = 2 bits. 
values are Path 1: log28 = 3 bits and Path 2. log2 h .. formation which is equivalent 

h . er means a c ange 10 10 
Put differently: A c ange 10 mann . I ·n the event space-time geometry). 

han · mentum (i e a change 10 s ope 1 th 
(conjugate to) a c ge 10 mo . . .. , th action and information potentials. And since e 
lbis implies a common fuel-<:<>ms baSIS forbo d I t t·als expressible in a physical geometry, 
ecological action potential consists 0/ th.s P~lT. 0/ ua po en '. I tion to the resource allocation 

. QED For this IS the ecometnc so u . 
we are tempted to wnte ..: ght Unfortunately there are significant shortcommgs to 

hi for oal·directed behaViOr sou . , . 
pr~ em I th

g 
eed to be addressed. We do so in the next figures. this mode at n 
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in ecological mechanics. Shannon information is a metric for bookkeep
ing the number of potential choices, ex bifurcation points, encountered 
along a path through the .Q-cell. Choice-points are informationally 
expensive. The Shannon metric is an index of this expense. At these 
choice-points the dimensionality of the problem has to be increased to 
avoid ambiguity associated with uniqueness. The increase in dimen
sionality can be either in the form of (i) new increase in information or 
(ii) new intentional constraints (which engenders a new regress problem 
to a higher-order teleonomic constraint - i.e., a superordinate .Q-cell). 
For example, in the case of traffic flow problems these bifurcation 
points are disambiguated by the introduction of more information in 
the form of conventional signals (stop signs, yield signs, merging traffic 
signs, dead-end signs, deer or cattle-crossings, etc.) (Kugler, personal 
communication). But signal systems require goal-parameters for .Q-cells 
with space-time windows covering yet undefined learning histories. 
This is, of course, an outstanding outer-scaling pro~lem involving 
extrapolation - the complementary topic of this paper. (But see Pattee 
(1982) for a discussion of the origin of symbol systems.) 

There is, however, a serious problem with classical information 
measures from the perspective of inner-scaling. They are scale-free and 
thus apply with perfect self-similarly over nestings at critical points, 
such as choice-points along a world-line. Colloquially, we might envi
sion this problem as the case where an actor is overwhelmed by 
conflicting goal-directional information convergent at each choice-point. 
This is mathematically possible. Besicovitch (1919) succeeded in con
structing a set of (Lebesgue) measure zero, called the Besicovitch set, 
which contains a line segment in every direction. Without membership 
in some designated .Q-cell, an arbitrary a-cell potentially corresponds to 
a Besicovitch set and, therefore, supports equally well an a-step in any 
direction - not necessarily in the goal direction. Thus, each choice-point 
along an arbitrary world-line, one not confined to a given .Q-cell, 
comprises an infinite choice-set to which a Shannon information mea
sure might be applied. The measure would reveal an infinite uncer
tainty value; hence an actor with no intention, or lacking a perceptually 
informed intention, would remain forever mulling over the infinite 
directional possibilities. With every choice point along a path involving 
an infinite nesting of potential bifurcations, no path within an .Q-cell 
would be distinguishable from any other path. Furthermore, where 
energy expended over a given goal-path would be finite, the informa-
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tion required would be (uncountably) infinite_ .For these reasons, a 
Shannon measure is inappropriate as an ecometnc measure of percep-

tual information-
Ecological information avoids this infinite regress because ~er~ptu-

all . f rmed intention is an operator that breaks the duectlOnal y mo. . I 
symmetry of the Besicovitch set at ea~h a-step. The duectlOna symme-
try that is broken at this inner scale IS broken by the self-symmetry of 
the outer-scale with the inner-scale under fractal resca"~g (se~ ?el0:-V)' 
Intention is the symmetry operation by which a goal-bias, ongm~tmg 
. th n-cell is passed down to the individual a-cells that sequentially 
In e~ii , . d" Th 
rnk the actor's initial conditions to its stipulated fmal con ItlOns. us 
~irectionality is hereditary over the a-partitioning of th~ ll-cell. ~e 
extrapolative origins of that directionality, however, remam as mysten
ous to current theory as that of intention itself. 

Let us summarize the demands for an ecological mec~anics that .we 
have discussed so far. The sum of the information (chOice) poten~lal, 
because of the mini-max duality, will always complement the ph~slcal 
(energy) action potentiaL This unity o~ the t,:o comple~e~ts IS the 
ecological action potentiaL The ecological actIOn potentI~1 IS alw~ys 
conserved whenever an actor's intention is served and the mfor.matlOn 
and energy balance so as to achieve the crossing of the designated 
a-cell in the preferred manneL It should be carefully .noted, however, 
that this is a relative rather than an absolute conservatI~n. Because the 
conservation of ecological action potential only holds with res~~t to a 
successful a-crossing of an intentionaly closed a-cell, then this theo
rem' of ecological physics is more in keeping with Ehrenf~st's theorem 
for adiabatic conditions that hold for quasi-closed ~~chamca.I systems. 
So long as the actor's intention is invariant and reahstIc (tha~ IS, so long 
as the actor's ll-cell is an adiabat), then the conservatIOn of the 
goal-directed system is as real, if not as general, as any other funda
mental conservation law of physics. (See Kugler and Turvey (1987) for 
_a detailed explanation of this theorem.) 

Fractal rescaling: A self-symmetry that is symmetry-breaking 

What kind of physical geometry is implied by the. foregoing_ Because 
-cells must be perfectly interpolated under the mtended ll-cell, or 

:onversely, the ll-cell must be a perfect extrapola~on from its a-cells, 
then we recognize that the inner- and outer-scaling of the tolerance 
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limits seem to fit perfectly. (Recall fig. 1.) A geometry for which this is 
so has the important feature of self-similarity under scaling. Such 
geo~etries are radically different from the geometries of the space-time 
contmuum, such as Euclid's, Minkowski's, or even our dual-variant on 
Minkowski's space-time geometry. These geometries of the continuum 
are all deficient because they have no way to map a continuous area 
(potential energy with a quadratic formulation), such as an ll-cell into 
a discontinuous line of a-steps (momentum sequence with a linear 
formul~tion). That is to say, they can not really relate the energy 
conversIOn law, which requires n-dimensions, to the energy distribution 
law, ":hich requires only n - 1 dimensions (where n -+ 2, 3, or 4). 

ActIOn geometries, being at the 'in-between' scale, must on the one 
hand be proportional to their embedding space (in our case a 2-dimen
s~onal space-time geometry), while on the other hand being propor
tIOnal to a world-line as a lower-dimensional embedded space. The 
m~thematical perplexity, then, for action geometries, is how they can 
bndge the outer-scale of higher dimensionality with an inner-scale 
having fewer dimensions. Hence we can only conclude that action 
g~met~es are degenerate because intention maps states of higher 
dimenSIOn (ll-cells) into states of lower dimension (a sequence of 
a-steps). This is the bizarre but indispensable requirement for an 
ecometric solution to the resource allocation problem for goal-directed 
behavio~. Lucki~y, t~ere is a candidate geometry for accomplishing the 
ecometnc mappmg If only it can be given a proper physical/intentional 
interpretation. Fractal geometries and chaotic attractor dynamics based 
on the~ seem a hopeful choice. We will, however, address only the 
~ppropnateness of fractal geometry and leave their dynamic exploita
tIOn to a future paper. 

The recursive nesting of smaller but similar figures under another by 
means of some generative rule defines a fractal set. The rule of nesting 
may be perfect or merely statistical. In the latter case noise is intro
duced that is itself self-similar over scales_ Mandelbrot (1977) intro
duced the notion of a generator of a self-similar set which determines a 
set on nested similitudes by iterations of a basic pattern. The nestings 
need not be proper symmetries but may include improper symmetries, 
such as reflections, doublings, overlappings, separations, random seeds, 
and so forth. In the cases where the self-similarity of the set is not ,.. 
perfect but only approximate, then the generator must include the first 
iteration (Falconer 1985). 
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For instance, fig. 11 shows one of the simplest self-similar sets -
called the Cantorian perfect set. The generator rule for this set reduces 
the original pattern by 50% and then doubles it in the horizontal 
direction. Hence the height of the figure is reduced while its length 
remains the same. Whenever a figure changes faster in one dimension 
than it does in another, then after infinite iterations there is, at limit, 
the loss of a dimension. For instance, a square becomes a skinnier and 
skinnier rectangle until, at limit, it collapses upon a 'thick' line. That is, 
at limit an area can be made to approximates a line segment. (Later we 
shall have occasion to use this dimension-reducing procedure which the 
mathematical philosopher, Alfred North Whitehead, once dubbed 'ex
tensive abstraction'). Fig. 15 shows the first five iterations of a 'fractal' 
set defined by interpolating a reduced, reflected trangle (Ignore the 
caption for the moment). 

Let us now apply the notion of fractal geometry to represent the 
ecometric approach to a physical geometry for ecological mechanics. 
Fig. 11 presents a candidate fractal geometry for a dual Minkowski-like 
event space-time - an .Q-cell. This .Q-cell is defined over two dimen
sions: frequency (the vertical dimension) and time (the horizontal 
dimension). This .Q-cell is set by two events - Eo, the initiation of the 
intention, to E1 , its goal to be satisfied. This is the outer-scale where 
the law of energy conversion holds. Interpolated between this .Q-cell 
and the line of discrete a-steps, Eo to E256 , are rescaled, self-similar 
a-cell sequences, specific to the various uniform manners possible. 
Note that an indefinite number of nonuniform manners, such as 
accelerations and braking, can be represented by trajectories that range 
over the different frequencies of the intervening scales. 

Although a fractal geometry is the most naturally constrained geom
etry yet considered, and so best able to accommodate goal-directed 
behaviors, it is also deficient when overidealized. One deficiency arises 
from selecting that subset of fractal geometries that exhibit perfect 
self-similarity under infinitely recursive rescaling. Such a property is 
too ideal because natural systems always and necessarily encounter 
fractal inhomogeneity at some inner-scale value. Ideal fractal geome
tries would encounter no symmetry-breaking and therefore be without 
tolerance limits; their interpolation and extrapolation would be without 
end. Therefore, a system with such ideal generative principles would 
imply perfect perceptual resolution and perfectly precise action control. 

Real systems, as opposed to mathematically abstract ones, encounter 
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.. s satisfying a controlled soft-collision. 
Fig. 12. Continuous versus mtermlttent alpha step 

ave two manners of control: a continuous decelerating 
In the two figures depicted above, we h fIt ched by the forefinger) and a discretely 
approach to a goal (say, a hard surface to be sorea1t y °turns that must be sustained by forcing 

h th e goal In syse I decelerating approac to e SaID • d f . tion there can be no perfect y 
f di . f of momentum ue to nc , f 

functions because 0 sSlpa Ion onlinearl controUed by 'chattering' bursts 0 

continuous control. Rather, aU such systems are n Y ertcd into the l<inetic energy of the 
th te tial energy of a<eUs are conv . ilia 

impulse forces when e po n .. ealistic fractal geometry. Notice t 
H th figure on the nght 15 a more r . 

associated a-steps. ence e 1 • based has voids or 'cut-out' regIons, 
hich this discrete fractal geometry 15 ' Be 

the Cantorian set upon w the ~'--t chatter of the control procesS. tween 
. the Us This accounts for """"'~ e . Th 

separating a-ce.. 'coast' between bursts of quantal combustIOn. ese 
a-stepS the system uses Its momentum to . . ~'y enter into control However, by a 

ti regions wberem nOISe .- . th 
voids are also the space-:ne , . which controls the period between a-unpulses,. e 
judicious adjustrnent of the cut-out function, I . timized for the goal~ected behaVIor. 
noise might be foltered out so that manner of contrO 15 op 
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perceptual 'noise' and control 'noise' because they are systems with 
finite rather than infinite limits on inner-scaling; they run into the 
equivalent of 'rounding errors' when exceeding their limits on resolu
tion of target parameters and manner parameters. Figs. 12 and 13 
illustrate this limitation. Notice that fig. 12 shows how the finite limit 
on fractal rescaling of physical systems (in this case a Macintosh SE 
computer) necessarily reveals increasing fractal inhomogeneity due to a 
breaking of self-similarity. This is an example of quantal 'noise'. In a 
living system this would set the limits on precise control or information 
resolution. In a fractal geometry quantal noise can be simulated by 
introducing finite recursion - an ad h.oc restriction placed on the 
iterations allowed. Another way of introducing imperfection into the 
iterative self-similarity of a fractal geometry is by placing a random 
seed in its generator. The noise thus created shows itself as reduction in 
the degree of self-similarity over rescaling. Such noise shows a remarka
ble property: At each ievel of rescaling the noise reappears in the same 
proportion. That noise can itself exhibit self-similarity over rescaling 
from inner (microscopic) to outer (macroscopic) levels seems more a 
property of natural rather than artificial systems. One might expect, 
then, that natural systems could have evolved ways of epping with such 
noise where artificial systems could not 

Because of this property, fractal geometries show much promise for 
modeling goal-directed systems. Mandelbrot (1977) has suggested ways 
in which such self-similar noise can be eliminated by a judicious 
selection of 'cut-out' filters. Such filters may be constructed from 
Cantorian sets by empirically determining the intermittent frequencies 
at which noise occurs over fractal rescaling (fig. 14). We encourage 
researchers in the field of action theory to explore seriously this 
strategy. It holds out promise for a physical geometry which. incorpo
rates the intentional control of action as a lawful phenomenon. Let's 
explore the important role that cut-out functions might play in but
tressing our argument for a conservation at the foundations of ecologi
cal mechanics. 

Conservation of intention as a balancing of potentials 

How efficiently can an empty area or an empty volume be filled, by 
adding tiles or packings, respectively, so as to leave as little interstitial 

<'~~"'';' 1 •• ,,,-' 
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Fig. 13. Fractal inhomogeneity arising from quantal noise. 
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void as possible? This is called the minimal packing problem (or the 
minimal tiling problem, dependent on dimensionality). A dual question 
is how efficiently can a filled area or a filled volume be emptied by 
subtracting tiles or packings, respectively, so as to leave as little filling 
as possible. This is called the maximum cut-out problem_ Clearly, the 
minimal p·acking and the maximal cut-out problems are expressions of 
a mini-max duality. Earlier we claimed that this duality must hold for 
information and energy if a goal-directed behavior is to successfully 
traverse a given a-cell_ (Recall fig_ 8.) A still stronger claim is that this 
duality underlies the (local) conservation law upon which ecological 
mechanics rests. Consequently, it deserves formal clarification_ 

As discussed earlier, one might ask how many a-cells it takes to tile 
an a-cell if the energy potential is to be sufficient for an intended 
action (fig. 9)_ By analogy to the packing problem, one might ask 
whether the packing of an a-cell by a-cells is perfect. Or, are there 
interstices that are not filled by a-cells expended for control of action 
but by a-cells to be used for a different function. Let us designate as 
aE-cells those a-cells representing the energy consumed in action_ But 
detection of information to guide action is as important as energy 
converted directly to action organs. The ecological action potential 

systems, however, new orders may arise under rescaling in a quasi-regular way _ being inter
spersed between periods or intermittent noise. Here, for purposes of illustration, we have elected 
to address only a simple system. 

A second property is that the Cantonan mapping adopted for ecological mechanics expresses 
dimensional degeneracy - a structure of a higher-dimension is coUapsed onto a structure of lower 
dintension. If inner-scaling was perfectly recursive, then, (according to the Cantorian perfect set 
construction), the original, continuous U-ceU would, at limit, converge onto a discrete line 
made-up of an infmite number of a-points. Fig. 1 I, depicts a 2-dimensional D-ceU, an area, 
degenerating into a l-dintensional sequence of discrete punctiform a-steps. Of course, in natural 
systems dimensional degeneracy is not perfect either but is only approximated. lbis must be so if 
the higher-dimensional energy conversion law (represented by tbe potential energy of a 2-dimen
sional D-ceU in our illustration) is to be rendered commensurate with the energy distribution law 
(represented by a l-dirnensional sequence of a-steps, or momenta 'squirts', in Our illustration). 

Clearly, then we must expect all natural systems to have a finite, in-between, inner-scale limit 
on quantization which determines the smallest denomination for fuel 'coins'. The degenerate area 
will become a 'thick line', a world-line, consisting of a large but finite sequence of a-ceUs. The 
iterative scale value indexes an information measure of the behavior of the system which is dual to 
the manner-parameters. This information measure characterizes the twists and turns of the' thick' 
world-line as the system chooses its path toward its goal. (See fig. 15 for further detail): 
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Fig. 14. Alpha limits on precision of fractal scaling. 
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Fig. 15. Setting tolerance limits on information measures. 
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Some packing problems have solutions, l.i.ke fractal geometries, that exploit self-Similarity. A larger 
object is sometimes most closely packed by innumerable smaller versions of itself. For instance, a 
large square can be packed perfectly by nesting it with smaller squares (e.g., elements of a 
Cartesian grid packs the Euclidean plane perfectly). This is not true of all packing problems. A 
circular area has no self-similar solution; it is packed more closely by hexagons than by circles. In 
between packing problems admitting to perfect self-similar solutions and those with no self-simi
lar solution, are cases where the self-similarity is imperfect. The closest packing of an equilateral 
triangle has an imperfect self-simiJar solution (Eggleston 1953). The best solution is to pack, 
repeatedly, each larger equilateral triangle with a smaller inverted equilateral triangle, whose sides 
are scaled down by one-half. Given a black equilateral triangle to be packed, notice the effects of 
this recursive rule: The black equilateral Lriangle (Scale I) gets whiter and whiter (Scale 2-Scale 
6) as the packing increases. 

As the packing frequency increases without limit, the triangle would look completely white. 
However, measure set theory tells us that even at limit, where the black area appears to have been 
converted to a white area, this is not mathematically true. For there would be an inf"mite set of 
inf"mitesimal black Lriangular points distributed over the original area. These comprise individual 
null areas that sum to zero. Hence at Scale I the figure's triangular boundaries enclose a 
2-dimensional set, while at Scale k -> 00, the figure encloses a set of zero measure (called 
Sierpinski's 'gasket') (Sierpinski 1915). Analogously, in fig. 11, We saw how an area (an U-cell) lost 
a single dimension under the Cantorian mapping by converging on a sequence of discre\e points 
(a-cells), whose individual lengths Sum to zero, although (at limit) they are disLributed 1: 1 with 
the real line. 
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values with no boundary conditions. But if no black was cut-out at all, 
then we would have potential energy but no controlling boundary 
conditions on its distribution. Information and energy without the 
special boundary conditions, would be as theoretically useless to psy
chology as unmitigated singularities are to physics. Thus, just as 
Maxwell's demon must be banned from physics, so energy-free infor
mation detection operations (homunculi) must be banned from psy
chology. Information and energy potentials satisfy the mini-max dual
ity but only within the ecometric bounds where a fixed intention 
operates - over an .f.?-cell. 

Summary and conclusions 

In the course of this paper, the deficiencies of traditional physical 
geometries for modeling the actions of intentional systems have been 
examined. Both the space and time geometry of Newton and the 
space-time continuum geometry of Minkowski are overidealized and 
too under-constrained to be appropriate for action at the ecological 
scale. They share the common deficiency of treating all trajectories, 
whether mechanical motion or biological movement, as open-ended 
and continuous. We propose that this deficiency be remedied by 
moving to a modified dual Minkowski space-time geometry, where the 
cones of past and future paths are melded - a move excluded from 
traditional cause-and-effect geometries. By this ploy intention operates 
to partition cause-and-effect geometries into psychologically meaning
ful space-time regions, .f.?-cells, whose boundaries encompass the infor
mationally controlled actions of goal-directed behaviors. This move, 
therefore, sets the outer-scaling limits on action theory. 

In addition, using Cantor's technique for fractalization, we showed 
how the inner-scaling limits, a-cells, follow from the recursive fractal 
interpolations of a given Q-cell. However, because all natural systems 
have finite elements, fractal rescaling can not be infinitely recursive, 
but must bottom-out at that in-between scale where control-error 
(fractal noise) is below the tolerance-level for adaptive behavior. 

Hence, by following Cantor's fractalization rule, we have a way to 
rescale continuous geometric objects so that their dimensionality is 
reduced. Moreover, by following it with finite recursion, we find that 
there are objects without integer dimensions but that fall between 
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higher and lower dimensions. These are Mandelbrot's fractals 
(Mandelbrot 1977). For example, the Fractal dimension of the Sierpin
ski gasket depicted is D = log3/log2 = 15849625 - being more than 
one but less than two dimensions, while that for the Cantorian map
ping of an D-cell onto a-cells with cut-outs of middle thirds is D = 
log2/log3 = 0.6309298 - being less than 1 but more than O-dimensions. 

It will be an important task of ecological mechanics to discover the 
fractal dimension of the D-gaskets relevant to the support of given 
classes of goal-directed behaviors. This will be the local conservation 
number of the intention that must remain dynamically invariant over a 
space-time interval (a world-line) if the behavior is to reach the 
stipulated goal. If this can be done, then ecological mechanics will have 
an ecometric basis and the beginnings of a quantitative science. 

This strategy of building ever more natural physical geometries is 
made possible by the lesson that all twentieth century geometers have 
learned from the great Riemann, who asserted, roughly, that the 
geometry of a space is no more, nor no less, than what you can put into 
it. The unusual structure for an ecological geometry arises because we 
have chosen to fill physical space-time with intentional behaviors. The 
next step, is to fill such a space with living systems that actually 
traverse the paths. 

There can be no easy early assessment of the merits of a proposal for 
a new branch of science - least of all by its authors. Consequently, we 
have asked permission to conclude with a reviewer's comments that 
penetrate to the heart of the matter and might serve to focus the 
reader's critical acumen where it is most needed. 

Epilogue 

The thrust of the proposal is Ihat information and energy can be unified under a 
general symmetry principle. The unification, however, is restricted to the U-ceIL 
That is, the symmetry principle only applies within Ihe context of an intentional 
constraint. As long as intention is sustained (or maintained), Ihe symmetry that 
maps information into energy is valid - Ibis is its relative nature. TIlls stands in 
sharp contrast to classical unifying symmetry principles that have absolute or 
universal application. The integrity of the symmetry is based on Ihe integrity of the 
intentional constraint - Ibis intentional vessel is what distinguishes ecological 
mechanics from anything that remotely resembles classical, quantum, or relativity 
mechanics. If quantum mechanics is strange in terms of its symmetry operators, Ibis 

'" T 
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is even stranger. I think that this str '. 
most difficult concept to sell, and ~e~ess of an mtentlOnal operator will be the 
enterprise. ye Its e very foundation for the whole scientific 

P.N. Kugler 
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Solomon, H.Y., 1988- Movement-produced invariants in haptic ex
plorations: An example of a self-organizing, information-driven, inten
tional system_ Human Movement Science 7, 201-223. 

Biological systems are the prototypes of self-organizing systems; systems that are self-starting, 
self-driving, adaptive systems. A self-driving, adaptive system is one whose evolutionary behavior 
is governed by the descriptions of the system, the initial conditions, and the constraints imposed 
by its environment. Basically, a self-driving, adaptive system is a dynamical system. This anicle is 
on a dynamic model of a task-specific, intelligent-mechanism of the haptic system. The mecha
nisms of interest is the hand and its appendages in the act of discerning the length of a visually 
occluded hand-held rod. Empirical observations showed that people are extremely adept in these 
tasks and the perceived lengths, considered as outputs of the mechanisms - hand-muscles-joints 
haptic subsystems, matched almost perfectly the actual lengths of the rods, particularly, when the 
rods were of uniform density and mass distribution. These observations pose, to the theoretician, 
the onerous task of discovering both the descriptions of the system as well as the inputs to the 
system. On the basis of several investigations, Solomon (Solomon and Turvey 1988) proposed a 
Haptic Operator model for the intelligent-mechanism of the haptic subsystem. The model 
characterizes the subsystem as a self-starting, self-driving, adaptive system whose outputs are only 
the invariant properties of its own dynamics. Because it is self-starting, the mechanism is 
identified as an intentional system. In this article, intentionality is simply labeled as a selection 
operator without further elaborations on the nature of the operation of selection. Because it is 
self-driving and adaptive, the mechanism is identified as an infonnation-driven dynamical system. 
To underscore the information-driven character of biological systems, the article begins by 
distinguishing three kinds of dynamical systems: energy-driven, signal-driven, and information
driven systems. Then, the concepts of transformations and invariants are introduced to motivate 
the concept of dynamical invariants and the emergence of operators as representations of these 
dynamical properties. The article concludes by drawing the parallel between the invariants of a 
dynamical system and the invariants of the geometry of the system's dynamics and identifying 
information with the geometricjkinematic invariants of a dynamical system. 
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